New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
April 18, 2018 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
NJNA welcomed 22 members to the Bernards Township Library and 1 more member joined by
phone. Unfortunately, we had some difficulty getting the Google Hangout to work for a video
conference and we apologize to those members who were planning to join. We will continue
to work on this feature for our meetings.
Heidi requested that we keep Pam G, a founding member of NJNA, in our thoughts and prayers.
Pam has been diagnosed with Stage 4 pancreatic cancer. She has undergone 2 rounds of
chemo so far and is in good spirits in spite of a lot of pain. Notes may be sent to Pam at 274
North Bridge Street, Somerville, NJ 08876
About a dozen NJNA members attended the New Jersey Needlefest on Saturday April 14 in
Pluckemin, NJ. This annual event is organized by Susan H, a past NJNA president. As the event
coincided with the regular SOTM day, many of our attendees worked on Kaleidoscope by
Lorene Salt. We all enjoyed shopping with the vendors, including our very own Cindy H of
Barefoot Designs. I doubt that anyone escaped without some purchase for their stash!
The current NJNA treasury balance (post meeting) is $4,322.49.
IMPORTANT WORKSHOP ANNOUNCEMENT – PLEASE NOTE APRIL 30 DEADLINE FOR NJNA
MEMBERS: NJNA will host a stitching workshop with nationally known teacher, Debbie Rowley
of DeeBee’s Designs, on September 15 and 16 at Needleworker’s Delight on Route 1 in
Metuchen, NJ. We can accommodate up to 20 people plus ghosts for the workshop. Debbie
will be teaching “Explorations”. Choose one of her three colorways or experiment with your
own.

“Explorations” by DeeBee’s Designs in Jewel, Ecru, and Autumn colorways
(Note that the Jewel sample was stitched by our own Ellen T!)
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Sylvia estimates that the total cost for the workshop will be about $200, including instructions
and kit; final cost will depend upon number of attendees. Reserve your place by signing up and
sending your color preference to Sylvia (sylbigs@aol.com) AND send a deposit of $100 payable
to NJNA to Rosie, 34 Gunther Street, Mendham, NJ 07945. After April 30, the workshop will be
opened to other chapters. (Some pre-work is necessary.)
Cathryn described the programs for the remainder of the year. In May and June, we will be
doing the Patriotic Topiary. Sixteen members have signed up and the kits are on order from
David McCaskill!
Because our March meeting was cancelled, “Mille Fleur”, originally scheduled for this month,
will be postponed to a later (TBA) date.
REMINDER: Due to holidays, our September and November meetings will be a week earlier
than normal: September 12 and November 14.
Diane B picked up our 19 pieces from the Woodlawn exhibit. NJNA is pleased to say that 5 of
our 19 pieces won awards! Please consider what you might want to exhibit next year – it really
is a lovely tradition and NJNA makes it so easy!
Because it has been several years since NJNA has done a community service project, the NJNA
board, with guidance from Ada, has decided to stitch a “Children’s Classics” book canvas by
Alice Peterson for the Bernards Township Library. The NJNA board has authorized the purchase
of the canvas, threads, and stitchguide. We will be asking for volunteers to stitch it – as little or
as much as you wish!
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Last but not least, we finally got to the program which was postponed from last month. Diane
walked us through the NJNA website: https://njneedleartists.org/. The website continues to
be a work in process as it requires quite a lot of work to keep it up to date. In particular, the
photo gallery has not been updated since Wordpress made changes in how it worked; we hope
to remedy that shortly.
Our website is public, except for the Members Only tab. All 2018 members should have
received the new password from Heidi. Teaser: There are some lovely recipes at this location!
Most of our presentation focused on the NJNA Blog: http://blog.njneedleartists.org (or link
from the website). Diane showed us how to “follow” the blog and how to write a post or
comment on a post. Anyone who would like to contribute to the blog as an author should
please drop a line to either Rosie or Diane and we will sign you up! Diane’s handout is
appended to this meeting summary! (After Show and Tell!)
Jill has created a facebook account for NJNA called NJ Needle Artists. Please like this page and
feel free to post to it if that is your preferred media.
Because of last month’s cancellation, we had a VERY large show and tell tonight. I hope you
enjoy the pictures.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell

Linda M’s daughter, Nora, started stitching this Amish quilt design. Linda found it, completed
the stitching and had it finished by Edwardian Needle for Nora’s first apartment.

Here is Diane’s 2016 SOTM finished as a pillow and freshly back from Woodlawn. Diane made
the pillow herself and liked the design better once it was made into a pillow.
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Sue R inserted Nancy Needle’s “Two Lighthouses” in her beautiful box. She says that she just
cut the canvas to fit and popped it in the box. No taping or other finishing required!

This is stocking number 40(!) stitched by
Janet P through the years.
It’s for Sally, Janet’s Sister in Law!
Janet finished it herself – even the
beautiful satin lining
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With sincere apologies to Janet P – I caught a few too many reflections on her background
sampler. Hopefully you can see the beautiful additional border that she created. I’ll try again if
she wants to bring it back! Also – what a beautiful stitch in the optional trapezoid!

Sylvia also did Background Sampler in the red colorway! She chose her favorite stitch from
Patchwork for Peace for the optional section. It was stitched in Neon Rays and Kreinik!
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The NJNA January 2018 Program: Winter
Stars!
Who would guess that this little design could
be so different?
To the left is Linda M’s, finished beautifully by
the Edwardian Needle.
Below to the left is Sylvia’s; note the extra
beads.
Below to the right is Robin’s. Robin used her
stash. Beautiful!
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The NJNA February 2018 Program: Valentine Heart!
Top Left: Cathryn’s, finished by Edwardian Needle and stitched with threads fairly close to the
original design.
Top Right: Janet P’s, stitched with an extra border instead of a heart and finished by herself in
an inexpensive ready-made frame!
Bottom Left: Sylvia’s, stitched with pink threads!
Bottom right: Rosie’s, stitched with variegated silk ribbon.
Together? Proof that even a small design can become the stitcher’s own!
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Heidi took “Angles” from Debbie Rowley at the ANG Seminar in New Orleans. She attested to
Debbie’s being a great teacher and we are lucky to have her for our workshop! In this class,
Debbie provided all the black/white threads, but each student was allowed to choose their own
accent color! Red would have been my favorite too!

While she was in Atlanta, Sue R frequented the Nimble Needle. This Annie’s canvas is from
there and was also finished there. What a touch of elegance this will add to her guest
bathroom! I am told that you can also get this canvas with “The Loo”!!
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The next three sets of ornaments were stitched by Nancy B. Nancy thought her house was in
need of March decorations! Both of these were finished with gussets by Beyond Knits and
Needles in Caldwell, NJ.

Continuing with the March
theme, Nancy also stitched
this Irish Cottage by Squiggee
needlepoint designs.
This was also finished by
Beyond Knits and Needles in
Caldwell.
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I doubt my photos do justice to this Kurdy Biggs box also stitched by Nancy B. It was spinning as
I tried to get a photo, but each side is different – perhaps you can see three of the sides in the
above pictures. This is a dazzling piece, bedecked with beads and fancy stitches! Nancy
finished this herself!!! Gorgeous!
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The sheer quantity of needlework that Linda M gets done is astounding! These are four
Hawaiian quilt designs, stitched by Linda and finished by the Edwardian Needle.
I am fascinated by the difference between Amish quilts (see the pillow at the top of show and
tell) and Hawaiian quilts. In fact, I have two quilt canvases: one with Hawaiian quilts hanging
on a line to dry with the sea in the background and the other with Amish quilts hanging in the
farmyard to dry! I doubt I will ever stitch either one, but they are so pretty to look at!
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I had to give this ornament its own space. Linda bought this ornament in Pittsburgh during one
of her many visits while Nora attends Pitt. Kennywood Park was the premier amusement park
in the Pittsburgh area and I have many fond memories of visiting there as a youngster and as a
teenager!

Like Linda M and Nancy B, Cathryn also brought a number of stitched ornaments this month!
The Claddagh on the left and the Shamrock on the right were both finished by Edwardian
Needle. Both of these designs are by our own Cindy H of Barefoot Designs! Congratulations to
a beautiful job by both Cathryn and Cindy!
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Here are three more of Cathryn’s ornaments – all finished at the Edwardian Needle. The
designer purse is one of several painted canvases and is Luis Vuitton. I think Cathryn said it was
done for her niece. The topiary ornament by Kelly Clark designs is beautiful and fits with our
upcoming program theme!

“Happy Hedgie” was Rosie’s class at the EGA seminar in Asheville in 2017. The design is by Ann
Strite-Kurz and is entirely a counted piece. The strawberry is done in three shades of red and
looks so real! Isn’t he adorable?
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Finally, here is Rosie’s “Shell Game” by Dakota Rogers, an NJNA program from 2017. It was
commissioned by Rosie’s boss as a wedding present for her son. The shells are from the beach
where the wedding took place and the colors are the wedding colors. The canvas in the center
is covered by the “T” stitch over two threads, done in a lighter shade of coral with Perle #12.
Virginia will pick it up (I am afraid to ship it) and have it framed.
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NJNA Website and Blogging
Website
 https://njneedleartists.org/
 Hosted on WordPress
 Members password has been sent via email once you renew your membership
Creating a WordPress login – see below
 Not required to use website or to follow the blog
 Is required to comment on a blog post or to add a blog post
NJNA Blog
 http://blog.njneedleartists.org


To read the blog,
1. go to the NJNA Blog site at http://blog.njneedleartists.org
2. Enjoy!!



To be notified via email when a new post is added,
1. go to the NJNA Blog site at http://blog.njneedleartists.org
2. at the bottom right of the screen, you should see “Follow”

3.

4.

Click on Follow and you will be asked for your email address or to log into WordPress if you have
an account

you will then see:
You must click on the link in the email:

which will take you to:
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5.



To register to comment on a blog post,
1. Go to https://wordpress.com/start/user

2.



Change your settings to what you want and save.

click on the link in the email to complete registration.

To like or comment on a blog post,
1. At the bottom of the post should be a “like” button!
2. At the bottom of the post also should be either “Leave a comment” or “<n> comments”.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click on the link.
You will need to be logged in to comment (see above).
Enter your comment and optionally click to be notified of new comments and/or new posts.
Click Post Comment
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If you’d like to post to the blog from your computer,
1. Make sure you checked on the link to activate sent to you since you need to be defined as an
author.

which will take you to
2.
3.

Once you are registered as an Author for our blog, go to https://en.wordpress.com/
Select Log In
a. Enter your username and password, which you created when you registered or when
you accepted the link sent to you.
4. Click on the Write+ symbol. You will see a list of blogs where you have author permission. Be
sure to select “NJNA is Blogging”.

5.

Enter the title and text of your blog.

6. If you wish to add pictures, click on “Add”
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a.

Select where your pictures will come from:

Note: You will generally select Media
i. Select Add New to pull photo or documents from your computer

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

You can add multiple photos
Select the photos you want to add to your blog
Click Insert (for 1) or Continue (for Multiple images)
For Multiple Images select the Layout in which the images will appear (I
generally use Tiled Mosaic or Thumbnail Grid)
vi. Double click on the image in the blog to edit the size, center or place in-line
with text, and provide a caption
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7. Select the appropriate Categories & Tags.
8. Select Status and click “Publish Immediately”.
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If you’d like to post from your iPad, you can use apps like Wordpress or Blogsy or Blogpad Pro (all
free from app store).
1. Wordpress
a. requires no setup other than your login and password; very similar to web version on
computer
b. to submit a blog entry
i. log into wordpress
ii. select NJNA is Blogging

iii. select Write
iv. Enter the title and text of your blog.
v. Select the appropriate Categories & Tags.

vi. To add pictures, select the “+”
1. Select where your pictures will come from. It will allow you to pull
from your Photo Library, Icloud, Dropbox, or Google Drive
2. Select the photos you want to add to your blog (You can add multiple
photos)
3. Click Insert and it will put them in sequence one after another.
4. Edit the size.
5. Note I cannot figure out how to add a caption!
vii. Select Publish.
2.

In Blogsy
Note Blogsy will not work with iOS 11 and beyond
a. you need to setup to point to the NJNA Blog:
i. click on the Settings icon
ii. select Service Settings
iii. Select Wordpress as the Blog Platform
iv. Select “Add Self-hosted WordPress blog”
v. Enter blog.needleartists.org
vi. Enter your wordpress username and password
b. To submit a blog entry,
i. Click on plus icon (upper right)
ii. Enter your title and text
iii. Click the flower on the right if you want to enter pictures
1. Grab the picture you want and drag it where you want it
2. Double click on the image in the blog to edit the size, center or place
in-line with text, and provide a caption
3. Be sure to “Lock Proportion” and set the size as small as possible
iv. Click on gear with a pencil icon (upper left) to confirm settings, especially
categories
v. Click publish

3.

Blogpad Pro
a. you need to setup to point to the NJNA Blog:
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b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

h.

i. click on the B icon
ii. enter your Wordpress login and password
iii. select NJNA is Blogging! and click “Add Selected”
Click on the Thumbtack, then click “+”
Enter Title, select your options, then click “Create Post”
Enter your text
Scroll the option on the top line to find and click the camera
i. Select where your pictures will come from. It will allow you to pull from your
Device, Dropbox, our media library
ii. Select the photos you want to add to your blog (You can add multiple photos)
iii. Edit the size, center or place in-line with text, and provide a caption. You may
also have to provide a title but it does not show up in the post.
iv. Select Insert Image
Select the pencil and gear in the upper right
i. Save and Preview your post
ii. Select Done in upper right
Select the pencil and gear in the upper right
i. Select Edit Settings
1. Click Categories
2. Select appropriate categories, tags, etc.
3. Deselect Uncatagorized
4. Select Update
Select the pencil and gear in the upper right
i. Select Publish NOW!

If you have problems with any of this, please see Rosie, Sue C, or Diane.

